TheADM-31.
A terminal far
too smart to be
considered
Dumb.

The ADM-31 is completely selfcontained, and comes equipped with
keyboard, control logic, character
generator, refresh memory, and interface . Not to mention a microprocessor
that makes it even more reliable and
easy to use. You can even order it
with a printer port option, and get
printouts along with your readouts.
And the ADM-31's convenient, accessible switches make it one of the most
No, this isn't a Dumb Terminalt,M
versatile and capable terminals you
although the resemblance is rather
can buy.
striking.
The ADM-31's 91 key keyboard proMeet the ADM-3I. The clever
vides all of the functions now available
terminal that proves Dumb is only
on the ADM-I. And more.
skin deep.
For starters, you get full editing
The ADM-31 is a low-cost, highreliability desktop CRT terminal with capabilities and four visual attributes :
lower intensity for identification of
a full two-page display as standard
protected fields, blinking and reverse
equipment, not as an option (as with
most other terminals). That means you video to highlight key data and blanking
for security fields such as log-on fields.
get double the display potential on
The high-reliability keyboard is also
the ADM-31 that you'd get on terminals
integrated
with main logic, and can
costing several times as much. And
generate
all
128 ASCII characters
that's a pretty clever idea.
(upper and lower case, numerics, punctuation, and control). It features an
integral numeric pad, with period,
comma, tab, minus and numerals
arranged in a familiar calculator format.

o

As if that wasn't enough, the keyboard includes a caps lock key (to lock
the keyboard into upper case display).
and a selection of function keys.
The ADM-31 is an efficient, costeffective step upward that'll enhance
your system all by itself.
Sound a bit hard to believe? Then
check out the ADM-31's features.
You haven't seen anything yet.
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